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Product
Specification
Design: ‘Pebble’
Designer: Allermuir Design

Products available in range

Allermuir’s in-house design and development team is one from a mixture of
design, engineering and production backgrounds.
As well as working successfully in developing the ideas of freelance furniture
designers and products for architects and interior designers specific projects,
the department’s acquired market knowledge has also led to a number of highly
successful in-house designs.
Features:
Pebble is a superb seating option for a multitude of informal meeting spaces or
corporate breakout areas where people may come together for only a brief period
to chat; to have a drink, or just rest a while. This comfortable design allows for
user interactivity as it can be nested with other ‘Pebbles’, arranged in a scattered
format, or even be used individually as a stand-alone piece.

A620

A621

Seat
Upholstered seat
Silver EPPC legs

Scalloped seat
Upholstered seat
Silver EPPC legs

Dimensions:
Overall 430h
730w
Seat
430h
Weight 11.5kg

730d

Finishes:
Legs are finished in a Silver Polyester powder coating as standard with clear
plastic feet. Pebble can be upholstered in a wide range of contract quality fabrics
or leather, but these require a high degree of stretch. As with leather, by applying a
seam around the middle of Pebble, vinyls can also be used on this design.
Marketplace:
This is a very contemporary product type with many examples now coming
onto the market in all shapes and sizes. Areas in question include all manner of
public meeting and greeting spaces, atria, breakout spaces within the working
environment, and reception areas generally. Whether in bright, fun coloured,
upholstery or in calming, natural and mellow leather, Pebble is an exciting, flexible
concept for both contemporary and traditional interior spaces.

A622
Table
Upholstered seat/ laminated top
Silver EPPC legs
Dimensions:
730w
Overall 430h
Seat
430h
Weight 11.5kg

730d

Dimensions:
730w
Overall 430h
Seat
430h
Weight 11.5kg

730d

